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Abstract—One of the challenging areas in computer science is to keep the data and information safe and assure. Due to very tight 
competition and sensitive data for the owner although they spend billions of dollars annually to make sure there are no threats or 
vulnerabilities against their assets, but up until now there are attacks that aim to penetrate the system and take advantages from that.  
Modification data attacks (MDA) can be malicious and cause huge damages to a system. MDA happens when attackers interrupt, capture, 
modify, steal or delete important information in the system via network access or direct access using executable codes. Most of recent 
modification, corruption attacks and worms still using known patterns as the control-data attack which are easy to be defeated by protection 
systems. But, non-control-data attacks can damage a vast applications, which always work with decision-making data, user input data, 
configuration data and user identity data. Therefore, in this survey we summarize and discuss important vulnerabilities to non-control data 
attacks in following applications which are Telnet, HTTP, FTP and SSH. 

Index Terms—  Data modification attacks, non-control data attacks, survey   

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
EEPING data safe and secure in computers and networks 
became one of most interesting and challenging area in 
Network and Security. In spite of the fact, attackers try to 

achieve the sensitive and critical assets to take advantage of 
them. Due to many motivations, there are plenty of news 
about misusing information and attacking computers across 
the globe, which have done by intruders. However, many 
studies and investigations have been conducted to increase the 
safety and security of networks and computers. There are va-
rieties of attacks and most of them still new and open for re-
search problems. In this paper, we focus on the survey of ex-
isting approaches and methods that attackers used to alter the 
data and information. 

2 DEFINITION OF DATA MODIFICATION ATTACK 
When attackers find out that there is a crack or better to say 
unsafe applications in the computer, they can abuse those vul-
nerabilities to do the modification. This called control based 
attack, in which an attacker uses a memory corruption errors, 
such as a buffer overflow or use-after-free, to overwrite con-
trol-data such as a return address or function pointer and 
thereby modifies the control-flow of the program. In order to 
hijack a program from control, at first an attack requires to 
modify some running data to get the control and it is known 
as control-data; or to perform its computation, which is known 
as non-control-data. To inject wrong data in system call, an 
attack needs to inject invalid code by corrupting the data or 
use a valid code with invalid inputs or through an invalid 
path. To detect those attacks, anomaly-based intrusion detec-
tion systems look for any irregularity from a pattern reflecting 
the normal behavior of programs. Many of them have been 
launched in system level to build their patterns using se-
quences of system calls. This approach detects various control-
data attacks but most of the non-control-data evade [1]. Data 
modification is a control-data-attack, which is attacker modi-
fies the control-flow of programs. That means it corrupt user 
characteristics, configuration and user input data or policy 
making data to achieve the attacker’s goals. In 2005, Chen et 

al. [2] indicated that non-control data attacks are a serious 
threat against many real applications, including widely used 
server programs. Since due to the recent solutions that have 
been developed against control-based attacks, the spreading of 
non-control data attacks has increased [3].In recent decade, 
many experts and scientists solved most of the problems and 
find out related gaps in control-based-attacks. One particular 
significant work that is a part of national efforts is to develop a 
formal model of control-flow integrity and use this model to 
prove the correctness of defenses against a formal attacker [4]. 
Study in Chen et al. [2] again showed that those mitigations in 
control-based-attack will not work for non-control-data and 
non-control-attackers can evade from that defense system. 
Moreover, those evading attacks such as mimicry attacks, 
which used bypass to evade from detection mechanism during 
a control-data attack. Several improvements of this approach 
have been offered, notably by adding information available at 
the system level, such as the parameters of the system calls or 
their execution context. The detection of control-data attacks is 
improved in both accuracy and completeness, but non-control-
data attacks remain mostly undetected [5]. Most memory cor-
ruption penetration and worms are also known as the control-
data attack. Cyber-attacks against all computer systems con-
nected to Internet, including those with sensitive data and 
infrastructure, have become harsh. Attackers often penetrate 
to the computers by using security vulnerabilities such as in-
teger overflow, format string vulnerability, buffer overflow 
and low-level memory corruption faults. Attackers also make 
structures vulnerable to Internet worms and reasoned denial 
of service (DDoS) assault. Issues on the structure of attacks 
have been discussed in detail in [6, 7]. Another type of modifi-
cation attack, which is misused in memory corruption, de-
ploys a similar form recognized as control-data-attack. They 
modify the flow of program data, i.e., they will be loaded to 
the processor's counter registry at some steps of running pro-
gram execution change addresses and pointer's purpose to 
arrange the implementation infused nasty code or separately 
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files system. The attacks usually happen in system calls etc., 
preliminary a defense with the opportunity of the casualty 
procedure. A rapid study of the US Computer Emergency Re-
sponse Team (CERT) security tips [8, 9] and the Microsoft pro-
tection report [10] show that control-data attacks are always 
issued as vital and perilous dangers. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

3 RELATED WORKS 
Work in [11] has used a specific hardware design and called it 
Minos. It can stop attacks that cause corruption in the same 
way of control data, and some of non-control data attack hi-
jack programs. In addition, for control data attack, which is 
loaded into the processor counter, it can be used to avoid pen-
etration. The Minos protects the integrity of all data. Another 
similar work called YARRA has been proposed in [12], to pro-
tect and defeat such non-control data and control data attacks. 
YARRA is another extension of C++ compiler, which is, miti-
gates important unsafe components, critical data type and 
other exploits interpretation in between high-level languages 
to low level. According figure 1 explains the total vulnerabili-
ties identified between 2006 until 2010 and this result show the 
amount of attack. Increase for the three years causing big 
damage for the enterprise around the world. Intuitively, this 
will increase the number of attacks as well. They also success-
fully evaluated and tested their implementation in runtime 
system, which was vulnerable to a variety of memory corrup-
tion attacks. 

 

4 TRENDS ON NON CONTROL - DATA ATTACKERS AND 
CONTROL - DATA ATTACKERS 

 

Due to a lot of recent countermeasures and researches on 
managing control-data attacks, many suspicious approaches 
have been offered beside those assaults. It is more rational to 
inquire the present power and influence of control-data at-
tacks are due to the lack of knowledge or ability of attackers to 
go toward non-control-data attacks against software and com-
puters. Although attackers have good knowledge and experi-
ence to do the penetration in a way of control data attack, but 
because of the recent intrusion detection systems and tech-
niques, many attackers generally push forward to be capable 
of mounting the non-control-data penetration. If this theory is 
true, if the operation of control flow security methods become 
infeasible, attackers may have enough motivation to avoid 
these suspicious by means of non-control-data attacks to grab 
illegal access to the victims. Some researches and investigation 
explains to judgment a basic, secure solution to defeating 
memory modification attacks is still a problem, and there is 
more work are needed in this area. Yet, many available protec-
tive and defensive techniques are not created for following 
attacks: 

1- Attacks that use practical restrictions in the protected 
arrangements like sophisticated tunnel listening. 

2- Pointer protection [13] 
3- Address-space randomization [13] 
4- Attacks that based on control flow integrity for securi-

ty such as system call based intrusion detection tech-
niques [14], control data protection techniques [15-16] 
and non-executable-memory-based protections [17]. 

 

5 SOPHISTICATED ATTACKS AND EXPLOITS 
Throughout the observation of those related papers, it is 
claimed that in compare of time and severity of attacks, a 
number of attacks have misused the application vulnerabilities 
which allow attackers to randomly overwrite the memory and 
the address space of a susceptible application. Some of re-
markable examples are known as memory fault injectors, 
double free vulnerabilities, signed integer overflow, heap 
overflow and format string. 

5.1 Configuration of Data 
Many website applications are broadly used configuration 
files. Furthermore, a system administrator is making use of 
httpd.conf to do settings as well as configurations on the web 
server’s apache. The web server allows to execute data and 
preserve the files that system administrator uses in order to 
secure it .The launching of the execution program, typically 
the server purpose procedure and the configuration files is to 
computerize internal data arrangement. Additional network 
server applications are equally used by SSH and FTP. Once 
the server enters the service loop, they rarely change the be-
haviours and structure of the data application that are used. It 
is easy for the attacker to modify and control the intention of 
application’s behaviour, when the structures of data become 
corrupted. The server can find the data executable file and file 
path directive, anywhere they located at runtime. As well as 
they supply like entrance control strategies.  Besides, to avoid 
a nasty user from appeal to illogical programs, just like a pre-

 

 
 
 

Fig. 1. Total number vulnerabilities identified in 2006-
2010 [20] 
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chosen catalog of reliance program in the precise register can 
be implemented, but the CGI-BIN pathway instruction is not 
just used to position the CGI plan of web server. The adminis-
trator should define the access control policy for an attacker 
can bypass, when the data configuration be capable of over-
written through memory corruption vulnerabilities [18]. 

5.2 User Identity Data 
Isolated client authentication typically requests application serv-
ers, by conceding access. Although the validation protocol are 
typically provisions the confidential applications of client data or 
else personality for example group ID, client ID and entrance 
privileges in memory. For isolated way in choice is used to sup-
ply information accordingly by the server.  Inside the board sys-
tem the invader is able to possibly modify the personality as well 
as to achieve unofficial procedures, when the supply information 
is able to overwritten inside the windows linking the era infor-
mation is initial lay up into memory also the moment it is used 
for entrance organize the system in proper way [19]. 

5.3 Decision Making Data 
Usually client validation needs various step used for the sys-
tem server purposes. Executive purpose supports lying on a 
number of Boolean variables such as disconnection, combina-
tion or mixture of both toward achieve ultimate result. Re-
gardless, as much as the ladder are concerned into the authen-
tication, ultimately the particular tip inside the control flow 
program, the present provisional division teaching axiom both 
yes or no to isolated user. Even though, serious provisional 
division training could come out inside dissimilar chairs in the 
dual policy; however, it creates the serious judgment based on 
only memory data value. Typically now a Boolean changeable, 
an attacker may change the principles of these last decision-
making data to influence the final serious judgment [11].  

5.4 User Input String 
Non-control-data attacks has one more method to initiate a pro-
ductively attacks and that is varying client effort. Many applica-
tions proposed to assure security strategies inside the vital lad-
ders for input justification. The invader can crack into a system, 
when client effort is able to modify behind the justification lad-
ders: (1) utilize a valid input just before exceeding the contribu-
tion confirmation to analyze the submission; (2) modifying the 
defended input data toward becomes malevolent; (3) application 
just before utilizes the distorted data. TOCTTOU, stands for Time 
of Check to Time of Use, illustrated at this point like a variety of 
an assail: it painstaking energizing the request to exploit de-
spoiled data also using  valid data on the way to overtake the 
protection verify-point. In the obtainable TOCTTOU is primarily 
explained in the situation of categorizer event state bothers. The 
attack considered at this point proves to the concept is appropri-
ate to memory data sullied too [12]. 

5.5 Validating the Applicability Claims 
Here there are 87 recollection fraud weaknesses; a rapid investi-
gation was achieved on top of all 126 CERT protection consultan-
cies among 2000 and 2004. As well as integer excess, barrier ex-
cess, various liberated, and format string weaknesses. The appli-
cations given that isolated services are about 73. Between them, 

here are 13 HTTP servers (weaknesses 18%), 7 database repairs 
(faults 10%), 6 isolated login repair (weaknesses 8%), 4 mail over-
haul (weaknesses 5%) and 3 FTP repairs (susceptibility 4%). They 
cooperatively descripted for almost partially the entire the server 
susceptibility. The other part of this fragment explains investiga-
tional outcomes.  The verified non-control-data attacks are classi-
fied into two proportions: the sort of security-critical information 
as well as the sort of memory faults, like set-up thread suscepti-
bility and buffer overflows. Though the important part of this 
segment is proposed on the way to demonstrate different non-
control-data attack’s entity in significant aspect, the ambition is 
headed to authenticate the applicability maintain acknowledged 
previously. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

6 CONCLUSION 
This paper presents a general review on control data attack and 
non-control data attack. It is believed that there is no ultimate 
trusted and secured software or application to prevent all varie-
ties of corruption attacks. Recent researches and studies show the 
increment of plenty number of penetration to systems. Moreover, 
it is indicated that these areas are still open for more research to 
reduce and manage vulnerabilities. In control data attack, attack-
ers use a memory corruption errors like buffer overflow and in-
ject the invalid code in pointer registry; thereby modifies the con-
trol-flow of the program in order to put something malicious. In 
practical, various real-world software applications are vulnerable 
to non-control data attack, which can cause corruption of user 
characteristics data, configuration data, user input data and poli-
cy making data. However, recent enhancement and increment of 
detection and protection firewall sand anti-viruses manage to 
control those vulnerabilities leakage. Furthermore, there are plen-
ty number of exploits, which is misused by non-control-data at-
tacks to evade from detection systems, and this, indicates that 
non-control data attack is a serious threat against many real ap-
plications, including widely used server programs. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Total number of incident reported the comput-
er emergency team in 2000-2003[11]. 
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